1 Set-Up
Motivating examples
We are interested in weighted average welfare
where x P X is the state variable X Ă R dx , wpxq : X Ñ R is a known function, and V pxq is the expected value function. There are many interesting objects can be represented as (1). For one example, wpxq " 1 corresponds to the average welfare. Another interesting example is the average effect of changing the conditioning variables according to the map x Ñ tpxq. The object of interest is the average policy effect of a counterfactual change of covariate values θ 0 " ErV ptpxqq´V pxqs "
where f t pxq is p.d.f. of tpxq and wpxq " ftpxq f pxq´1 . A third example is the average partial effect of changing the subvector x 1 Ă x. Assume that x 1 has a conditional density given x´1 and X has bounded support. Then, average partial effect takes the form EB x 1 V pxq " EˆB x 1 f px 1 |x´1q f px 1 |x´1q˙V pxq,
where wpxq "´B x 1 f px 1 |x´1q f px 1 |x´1q . A fourth example is the average marginal effect of shifting the distribution of x by vector c P R dx EB c V px`cq " Eˆ∇ c f 0 px´cq f 0 pxq˙V pxq,
where wpxq " ∇ c f 0 px´cq f 0 pxq . Now let us introduce the primitives of the single-agent dynamic discrete choice problem that give rise to the value function V pxq. In every period t P N , the agent observes current value of px t , ǫ t q and chooses an action a t in a finite choice set A " t1, 2, . . . , Ju. His utility from action a is equal to upx, aq`ǫpaq, where upx, aq is the structural part that may depend on unknown parameters, and ǫpaq is the shock unobserved to the researcher. Under standard assumptions (Assumptions 1,2) of Aguirregabiria and Mira (2002) , the maximum ex-ante value at state x is equal to V pxq " E max aPA vpx, aq :" E max aPA " upx, aq`ǫpaq`βErV px 1 q|x, as ‰ gpǫqdǫ
where β ă 1 is the discount factor, gpǫq is the density of the vector pǫpaqq aPA and vpx, aq :" upx, aq`β
is the choice-specific value function that is equal to expected value from choosing the action a in the state x. To estimate value function, many methods require the estimate of the transition density f px 1 |x, aq, a P A and the vector of conditional choice probabilities ppxq " ppp1|xq, pp2|xq, . . . , ppJ|xqq as a first stage.
The objective of this paper is to find an estimator p θ of the target parameter θ 0 that is asymptotically equivalent to a sample average, while allowing the state space X to be high-dimensional (i.e., d x ě N ) and having the first-stage parameters f px 1 |x, aq, ppxqto be estimated by modern machine learning tools. Specifically, suppose a researcher has an i.i.d sample pz i q N i"1 , where a generic observation z i " px i , a i , x 1 i q, i P t1, 2, . . . , N u consists of the current state x, discrete action a P A, and the future state x 1 . Our goal is to construct a moment function mpz; γq for θ 0 θ 0 " Empz; γ 0 q, such that the estimator p θ " 1 N ř N i"1 mpz i ; p γq is asymptotically linear:
The parameter γ contains the transition density f px 1 |x, aq and the vector of CCPs pppa|xqq aPA , but may contain more unknown functions of x. It will be estimated on an auxiliary sample.
To achieve asymptotic linearity (7), the moment function mpz i , γ 0 q must be locally insensitive (or, formally, orthogonal Chernozhukov et al. (2017a) or locally robust Chernozhukov et al. (2017b) ) with respect to the biased estimation of p γ. To introduce the condition, let Γ N be a shrinking neighborhood of γ 0 that contains the first-stage estimate p γ w.p. 1´op1q. A moment function mpz; γq is locally robust with respect to γ at γ 0 if
In Section 1.2, we show that the moment function (1) is already orthogonal with respect to the CCPs for any weighting function wpxq. In Section 1.3, we construct the moment function mpz; γq that is orthogonal with respect to the transition density function.
Orthogonality with respect to the CCP
That the value function is orthogonal with respect to the CCP has been first shown in Aguirregabiria and Mira (2002) for a finite state space X . In this paper, we present an alternative argument that leads to the same conclusion for an arbitrary X .
Let ppxq " ppp1|xq, pp2|xq, . . . , ppJ|xqq be a J-vector of the CCPs and let p r pxq " rpppxqṕ 0 pxqq`p 0 pxqq be a one-dimensional path in the space of J-vector functions; the vector p 0 pxq is the vector of true CCPs. Plugging in p r into (5) and taking the derivative with respect to r, we obtain B r V px; p r ; f 0 qˇˇˇˇr
where a˚pǫq " arg max aPA pvpx, aq`ǫpaqq is the optimal action as a function of shock ǫ. As shown in Lemma 3, the map Γ :
is a contraction mapping and thus has a unique fixed point. Therefore, B r V px; p r ; f 0 q " 0 @x P X .
Therefore, when the nuisance parameter γ consists of the CCPs ppxq, the moment equation (1) obeys orthogonality condition (8) with respect to γ.
1.3 Orthogonality with respect to the transition density
For any positive number k ě 0, any sequence px t , x t`1 , . . . , x t`j , . . . q has the same distribution as
To derive the bias correction term for the transition density, consider the case wpxq " 1. Recall that value function obeys a recursive property (Aguirregabiria and Mira (2002) ):
whereŨ px; pq " ř aPA ppa|xqpupx, aq`e x pa; pqq is the expected current utility and e x pa; pq is the expected shock conditional on x and a being the optimal action. Consider a one-dimensional parametric submodel tf px 1 |x, τ qu, τ ě 0 where f px 1 |x, τ " τ 0 q is the true value of the density.
Taking the derivative of (10) w.r.t τ gives
where Spx 1 |xq "
is the conditional score. Taking expectations w.r.t x and incurring Assumption 1 gives the expression for the derivative
and the expression for the bias correction term is
where the first-stage parameter γ " tppxq, f px 1 |x, aqu consists of the CCPs ppxq, the transition density f px 1 |x, aq.
Remarkably, we do not require a consistent estimator of the transition density when the weighting function wpxq " 1.
Remark 1 (Double Robustness with respect to the transition density).
Here we show that (20) is not only orthogonal to f px 1 |x, aq, but also robust to its misspecification.
Rewriting (10), we express E f rV px 1 q|xs " 1 β´V px; p; f q´Ũ px; pq¯ (12) and note that it holds for any ppxq and any f px 1 |x, aq. Plugging (12) into (20) gives an orthogonal moment mpz; γq " V px; p; f q`β 1´β V px 1 ; p; f q´V pxq´Ũ px; pq 1´β .
Let ∆rmpz; γqs :" mpz; p; f ; λ 0 q´mpz; p; f 0 ; λ 0 q be the specification error of the transition density
specification bias of the transition density is
E∆rmpz; γqs " β 1´β
Er∆V px; pq´∆V px 1 ; pqs " 0,
where the last equality follows from the stationarity assumption.
Now we present the density correction term for an arbitrary function wpxq. Define the function
where x´k is the k-period lagged realization of x. Alternatively, λpxq can be implicitly defined as a solution to the recursive equation
The bias correction term takes the form
where the first-stage parameter γ " tppxq, f px 1 |x, aq, λpxqu consists of the CCPs ppxq, the transition density f px 1 |x, aq, and λpxq. The property (16), which is the generalization of (14), ensures that (20) is doubly robust in λpxq, f px 1 |x, aq.
Orthogonality with respect to the structural parameter
To derive the bias correction term for the structural parameter, consider the case wpxq " 1. Let δ be the structural parameter of the per-period utility function u a px; δq, a P t1, 2, . . . , Ju. Taking the derivative of (10) w.r.t δ gives
The derivative of B δ EV px; p; f q takes the form
As shown in Chernozhukov et al. (2015) , the orthogonal moment takes the form mpz; γq :"`1´B δ EV px; p; f qpB δ EV px; p; f q J B δ EV px; p; f qq´1B δ EV px; p; f q Jw pxqV px; p; f q`βλpxq`V px 1 ; p; f q´E f rV px 1 ; p; f q|xs˘˘.
For an arbitrary function wpxq, define
where λpxq is as defined in (15 
B There exists W ă 8 and V ă 8 such that }wpxq} 8 ď W and }V pxq} 8 ď V . There exists ǫ ą 0 such that ǫ ă ppa|xq ă 1´ǫ ă 1, @a P A@x P X . There exists E ă 8 such that
C There exists a sequence of neighborhoods Γ N Ă Γ such that the following conditions hold. (1)
The true nuisance parameter γ 0 " tf px 1 |x, aq, λ 0 pxqu P Γ N @N ě 1. 
and γ " ttpppa|xqq aPA u, f px 1 |x, aq, λpxqu.
Appendix
Lemma 3 (Orthogonality with respect to CCP).
Value function is orthogonal with respect to estimation error of CCP:
B r V px; p r ; f 0 q " 0 @x P X .
Proof. Let F k " thpxq, }hpxq} k ď Bu is a subset of functions hpxq that are bounded in the norm k.
Throughout the paper, we will focus on two norms: k " 2, defined as }hpxq} 2 :" p ş X h 2 pxqdxq 1{2 and }hpxq} 8 :" sup xPX |hpxq|.To prove the theorem, we will show that Γpφq : F k Ñ F k is a contraction mapping for k " 8. Moreover, if Assumption 1 holds, it is a contraction mapping for k " 2.
Since φpxq " 0 @x P X is a fixed point of (9), contraction property implies the uniqueness of this solution.
Step 1. Proof for k " 8. First, let us show that for any function φpxq P F 8 , Γpφq P F 8 holds. Step 2. Proof for k " 2. First, let us show that for any function φpxq P F 2 , Γpφq P F 2 holds.
Indeed
where i is by the property of conditional expectation and ii is by stationarity. Therefore, Γpφq :
Moreover, for two elements φ 1 and φ 2 from F 8 }Γpφ 1 q´Γpφ 2 q} 2 ď β}φ 1´φ2 } 2 , and Γ : F 2 Ñ F 2 is a contraction mapping.
Define the following operators that map F k Ñ F k :
and
Then, V px; p p; f 0 q solves the integral equation of the second kind: p AV px; p p; f 0 q "Ũ px; p pq and V px; p 0 ; f 0 q solves AV px; p 0 ; f 0 q "Ũ px; p 0 q.
Lemma 4 and 5 show that }V px; p p; f 0 q´V px; p 0 ; f 0 q} k " Op ř aPA }p ppa|xq´ppa|xq} k q.
Lemma 4 (Verification of the regularity conditions).
The following statements hold. (1) Either k " 8 and X 1 Ă X or Assumption 1 holds with k " 2.
(2) Assumptions 2 [A], [B] hold.
1.
Proof.
Step 1. Proof of (1). Let us show that @k P t2, 8u }pI´Aq} k ď β ă 1. Then, A´1 is the sum of geometric series A´1 " ř lě0 pI´Aq l and has a bounded norm: }A´1} ď 1 1´}I´A} ď 1 1´β .
• Case k " 8.For any φ P F 8 , }pI´Aqφ} " β}Erφpx 1 q|xs} ď β sup x 1 PX 1 }φpx 1 q} ď β}φ}.
• Case k " 2. Suppose Assumption 1 holds. For any φ P F 2 , }pI´Aqφ} " β}Erφpx 1 q|xs} ď β}Erφpx 1 qs} " }Erφpxqs}.
Proof of (2): Fix φpxq P F 8 . Fix an action 1 P A " t1, 2, . . . , Ju. We plug pp1|xq :" 1ř J a"2 ppa|xq and p pp1|xq :" 1´ř J a"2 p ppa|xq into (21) and (22).
Case k " 8.
where i-iii is by Cauchy-Scwartz, and iv }φpx 1 q} 2 " }φpxq} 2 is by Assumption 1.
Lemma 5 (Second-order effect of CCPs).
The following statements hold. (1) Either k " 8 and X 1 Ă X or Assumption 1 holds with k " 2. show that for each action a P t2, . . . , Ju, for each x P X , B ppa|xq e x pa; pqppa|xq´B ppa|xq e x p1; pqp1´J ÿ a"2 ppa|xqq`e x pa; pq´e x p1; pq (24) vpa, xq´vp1, xq " 0 Lemma 6 (Derivatives of e x pa; pq).
Equation (24) holds if either of the following statements hold: (a) (Binary case) J " 2 or (b) (Logistic case).
Proof. Case (a). Binary case.
Case (b). Logistic case. e x pa; pq " γ´log ppa|xq and vpa, xq´vp1, xq " log ppa|xq pp1|xq . Plugging these quantities into (24), we obtain vpa, xq´vp1, xq`B ppa|xq e x pa; pqpa|xq´B ppa|xq e x p1; pqp1´J ÿ a"2 ppa|xqq`e x pa; pq´e x p1; pq
Lemma 7 (Adjustment term for the transition density).
Equation (20) is an orthogonal moment for the transition density f px 1 |x, aq.
Proof. Now we describe the adjustment term for the transition function f px 1 |xq " ř aPA f px 1 |x, aqp 0 pa|xq, where the vector of CCP ppxq is fixed at the true value p 0 pxq. We calculate the adjustment term for EwpxqV px; τ q as the limit of Gateuax derivatives as described in Ichimura and Newey (2018) .
Let f 0 px 1 , xq be true joint p.d.f of the future and current state. Let hpx 1 , xq be another joint p.d.f.
Consider the sequence p1´τ qf 0 px 1 , xq`τ hpx 1 , xq, τ Ñ 0. Then, the adjustment term αpxq can be obtained from the representation
We find αpxq in the three steps.
Step 1. We obtain a closed-form expression for B τ V px, τ q. Recursive equation (10) at p 0 pxq takes the form
Taking the derivative w.r.t τ gives
where Spx 1 |xq " B τ log f px 1 |x, τ q is the conditional score of x 1 given x. Plugging x 1 into (25) and taking expectation E x 1 r¨|xs gives
Adding (25) and (26) and iterating gives
Step 2. The expression (28) is hard to work with since it involves the k-th period forward realization of the state variable. Using Assumption 1, we will simplify it as follows
Step 3. To obtain the adjustment term, we take the derivative w.r.t. τ inside the function gpxq:
where i is by (26), ii is by definition of Spx 1 |xq "
Bτ f px 1 |xq f px|xq and iii is by definition of marginal density hpxq " ş hpx 1 , xqdx 1 . Therefore, the adjustment term αpxq is given by
Combining Steps 1-3, we get
where i is by Steps 1 and 2, and ii is by Step 3. By Ichimura and Newey (2018) , the adjustment term takes the form βλpxq " V px 1 q´ErV px 1 q|xs ‰ .
Remark 2.
Adjustment term for wpxq " 1 Let wpxq " 1. 
be a sequence of d.g.p. such that P N P P N for all N ě 1. By Assumption 2 and union bound,
Step 1. On the event E N ,ˇˇˇ1
where
Step 2. On the event E N conditionally on I c k ,
where i is by Lemma 5 and ii is by Assumption 2. Therefore, I 1,k " O P N pp N q by Lemma 6.1 in Chernozhukov et al. (2017a) .
Step 3.
where i is by Cauchy-Scwartz, ii is by Lemma 5 and iii is by Assumption 2.
Proof of Theorem 2.
E n,k rmpz i ; p γq´mpz i ; γ 0 qs " E n,k rmpz i ; p γq´mpz i ; f 0 ; p p; p λqs E n,k rmpz i ; f 0 ; p p; p λq´mpz i ; f 0 ; p p; λ 0 qs E n,k rmpz i ; f 0 ; p p; λ 0 q´mpz i ; f 0 ; p 0 ; λ 0 qs ": R 1,k`R2,k`R3,k .
On the event E N , for each j P t1, 2, 3u |R j,k | ď Below we construct bounds for I j 1,k and I j 2,k for j P t1, 2, 3u.
Step 0. Let us prove (1) for an arbitrary wpxq. The specification bias of the transition density is E∆rmpz; γqs " Erpwpxq´λpxqq∆V px; pqs`Erλpxq∆V px 1 ; pqs " i`ii
By Law of Iterated Expectations,
ii " βE x 1 rErλpxq|x 1 s∆V px 1 ; pqs.
Assumption 1 implies
i " Erpwpx 1 q´λpx 1 qq∆V px 1 ; pqs.
Summing i and ii yields follows by the definition of λpxq (16) :
i`ii " Erpwpx 1 q´λpx 1 q`βErλpxq|x 1 sq∆V px 1 ; pqs " 0.
Therefore, the specification error f px 1 |x, aq´f 0 px 1 |x, aq creates zero bias in (20). Thus, the bias of specification error is proportional tǒˇE pλpxq´λ 0 pxqqpV px; p; f q´V px; p; f 0 qqˇˇď β}V pxq} p sup aPA }f px 1 |x, aq´f 0 px 1 |x, aq} q , where p, q ě 0 : p`q " 1. Therefore, (20) is doubly robust with respect to transition density f px 1 |x, aq and λpxq.
Step 1. Bound on I 1 2,k . On the event E N , |I 1 2,k | ď sup γPΓ N |E P N rmpz i ; γq´mpz i ; p; f 0 ; λqs|. Let ∆V px 1 i ; pq " V px 1 i ; p; f q´V px 1 i ; p; f 0 q. E P N rmpz i ; γq´mpz i ; p; f 0 ; λqs " i E P N r∆V px Step 2. Bound on I 1 1,k . First, let us establish the bound on
